Recently, an example-based super-resolution (SR) method specifically for face image, which takes the correspondence of facial parts into consideration, was proposed. The method constructs a database of face-image patches with their positions from example images of normalized faces. Given a low-resolution (LR) image, the method generates an SR image by finding similar patches in the database and incorporating high-frequency component of the patches to the LR image. Since the method just divides an example image into patches, for example, 5x5 patches in five-pixels intervals, the SR process may misses the chance to have the patch of the finest position. The proposed method generates patches in one-pixel intervals to increase the chance. In order to cope with the massively increased size of the patch database, the proposed method restricts the area to search the patch candidates for each position. An experimental result shows the proposed method achieves better results than the previous in term of the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). Furthermore, the proposed method has reduced computational time by 90% compared to the previous.
INTRODUCTION
Face image super-resolution is adopted in many applications such as video surveillance, face recognition and forensic investigation. For instance, face images from surveillance camera are frequently too poor in quality since most cameras record low-resolution (LR) frames due to storage constraint. Therefore, it is necessary to enhance the LR images into a clear high-resolution (HR) image using super-resolution techniques in advance so that we can extract useful information from the images.
Various methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] for image super-resolution have been introduced so far to reconstruct a high-resolution (HR) image from a LR image. One of them is example-based method or also known as learning-based approach [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , which is well adopted as a significant technique for face image super-resolution since it uses a collection of specific kinds of images as their dictionary. Example-based method utilizes external information from a set of training LR and HR image pairs, where a patch within an observed LR image is extracted and searched within the training set to estimate suitable HR patch that reconstructs the HR image. A learning model was employed to select suitable patch candidates based on their texture similarity and compatibility between adjacent patches in the image.
Recently, a constructive face images SR method, which takes into consideration the correspondence of facial parts, has been proposed [13] . The method utilizes a set of normalized human face images as training database, where facial parts can be estimated according to patch's original position in image. The nearer the position of training-patch to a currently observed patch's position, the higher the facial-parts compatibility. Their learning model selected patch candidates based on both texture similarity and facial parts' compatibility, i.e. using eye patches for eyes part and nose patches for nose part, according to a given weighting factor. This method gives better resulting HR image in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) compare to the conventional method, i.e. Freeman et al.'s method [12] .
However, since the method depends on patches' position or coordinate, patches from each image in database must also be divided in a manner of a grid map, i.e. if patch size is 5x5, patches should be cut with interval of five pixels vertically and horizontally. This way of patch-division consequently reduces diversity of patches' texture patterns from an image since some texture patterns may had been overlooked compare to pixel-bypixel cutting style. Figure 1 shows an example of comparison between both types of patch-division method, where colored box is an example of patch within a face image. Figure 1 (a) presents the patch-by-patch dividing method with patch's coordinate (a,b) with one pixel overlap border, while Figure 1 (b) presents a fine way of patch division (pixel-by-pixel). We can observe that onepixel-interval cutting method gives more fine patches compare to patch-by-patch cutting. The number of patches from (b) is about 15 times more than the number of patches extracted from (a). This paper proposed a method that utilizes an improved patchsearching algorithm, which is not using patch-position information and compatible with the one-pixel-interval patch cutting method. The proposed method restricts a specific patchsearching area around the targeted facial part to find patch candidates, in order to ensure that patches were selected by taking facial parts into consideration and cope with the massively increased size of the patch database. We employ a currently observed patch's position information as pinpointed position and specified a certain range of searching area nearby. In other words, we have liberalized the way of patch-division to get much better choice of patch's position or texture, but on the other hand restrict patch-searching area to ensure that patch candidates were selected by taking facial parts into consideration. Our aim is that the proposed method obtains better resulting image since more detailed patches were observed.
Let patch-searching area's range is (2s+1) 2 in pixels, we demonstrated our method onto a set of 30 LR face images with different size of searching area, i.e. s was set as 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40 to observe their performance. The size of patch was 5x5. Average PSNR for the 30 resulting HR images were observed. The results show that the proposed method gives better resulting PSNR than the previous method.
Furthermore, typically the wider the size of searching area the better the results, since more number of patches were observed, but our experiment results show differently. The resulting PSNRs show that when searching area, s was larger than 20, the PSNRs value decreased. We found that even if a selected patch has higher similarity of LR texture (middle-frequency component), it does not necessarily give plausible HR texture (high-frequency component) for an observed LR patch. Therefore, by restricting patch-searching area to ensure that patches were selected from a targeted facial part, the method increases the possibility of selecting plausible correspondence HR patch. On top of that, since our method searches within a limited number of patches during patch-candidates selection, computational time was considerably reduced by approximately 90% compare to the previous method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the algorithms of the example-based methods. Section 3 elaborates the learning model for recent method that takes into account correspondence of facial parts. Our proposed method is described in Section 4, and a conclusion is given at the end of the paper.
EXAMPLE-BASED METHOD
Example-based method is an SR technique that utilizes external information from a set of a large volume of training image pairs of LR and HR images. Compared to conventional interpolation methods that only use information from input images, the method enables new information to be predicted as HR texture details.
Example-based algorithms basically consists of two phases, i.e., 1) a database construction phase that extracts patch pairs from both LR and HR training images, and then stores them as training patches into database, and 2) a super-resolution phase that runs a learning model to reconstruct HR images by searching suitable patches in the database that are best matched to the input image patches.
Database Construction
A collection of high-resolution images is used to construct a training database. We restrict use of the same kinds of images to obtain better probability of similarity among textures. All HR images are downscaled, typically one-quarter the total number of pixels to create LR training images. After that, we initially upscale the LR images back into original size of HR using an analytic interpolation, such as Lanczos. These initial HR images are typically blurry due to the loss of texture during the process.
We preprocess the training images in pair (initially upscaled LR and original HR images) to extract high-frequency information so that only textures are being observed. We apply a Gaussian filter to the upscaled LR images to extract their textures (middlefrequency component) and store them into database, Po, as outlined in Figure 2 . While textures from the original HR images are extracted by subtracting them with the initially upscaled LR images, then we store them as patches (high-frequency component) in database, Pc.
Image Super-Resolution Process
Freeman et al. implemented a Markov random field (MRF) network as learning model to estimate plausible texture for an output HR image [12] . The MRF network statistically models the spatial relationship between input image patches and estimated training patches in database, and between neighboring highresolution patches. 
where NB(i,j) denotes the neighbors of X(i,j) in the MRF network. A number of patch candidates for X(i,j) are previously selected based on the ϕ(.). The number of patch candidates is given as a constant parameter m.
To specify the ϕ(.), we impose a similar quadratic penalty on differences between the observed input image patch, Y(i,j), and the patch candidates found from the training set, X(i,j).
d(.) is the distance of the two matrices (or vectors) and σ 1 is a constant parameter.
To specify the ψ(.), we sample the input image's patches so that they overlap with each other by one or more pixels, as shown in Figure 4 . The border compatibility, ψ(.) is defined as ,
where p (q) is the vector of pixels of the overlap region in patch X(i,j) (X(u,v), respectively) and σ 2 is a constant parameter.
Given an initial set of patch candidates for X(.), the method iterates to change each candidate for X(i,j) in turn to improve P(X|Y) greedily until no improvement is observed. The HR patches corresponding to the finally chosen candidates for X(i,j) forms the estimated texture (high-frequency component). The method combines the initially upscaled LR image and the estimated texture component to obtain a restored HR image.
FACE IMAGE SUPER-RESOLUTION METHOD
Recently, a method specifically for face-image super-resolution was proposed. The underlying idea is to estimate suitable patches for HR image's reconstruction by not only based on texture similarity, but also considering their facial parts, i.e. using eye patches for eyes and nose patches for nose. The learning model was modified from Freeman et al.'s so that it takes the correspondence of facial parts into account during patchcandidates selection. For this purpose, the method utilizes a set of normalized human face images as training database, where face feature points are approximately in closer position in every image. Therefore, facial parts can be estimated according to patch's original position in image, where distance between currently observed test image's patch and estimated training patch represents facial-parts compatibility in the learning model.
Let the facial-parts compatibility function is λ(.), the function is defined as , 
P(X
| Y ) = φ X(i, j),Y (i, j) [ ] ij ∏ × ψ X(i, j), X(u, v) [ ] ij,(u,v)∈NB(i, j ) ∏ × λ X(i, j) [ ] ij ∏(5)
Normalized Face Image Database Construction
We start from a collection of normalized high-resolution face images for database. The normalized training images have the same size or ratio of facial features, where facial-feature points (e.g., eye, nose, mouth, chin, and face boundary lines) in each image are at approximately closer positions. Figure 5 illustrates a patch-database construction process for a set of normalized face images. Since the learning model already includes λ(.), it is unnecessary to categorize the patches into multiple databases based on facial parts. The main characteristic of the database is each patch's original position in the training images, (k,l), as shown in Figure 5 , will be observed during superresolution process. m refers to the number of available training images in database.
Same as the process shown in Figure 2 , we degrade the training images by downsampling them into LR images under certain scaling factor, typically one-quarter the number of original pixels in each dimension (1/16 the total number of pixels). We then resample it back into the original size to create an initial upscaled image. Then, we filter out the lowest frequency component on both original HR and initially upscaled images to retain only their texture component. Both components are then divided into patches in a way where both patches correspond to each other. Patches were divided in a manner of five-pixels intervals as shown in Figure 1 (a) and overlapping their neighboring patches by one pixel to later specify ψ(.) in the MRF network.
Patch Candidates Selection
A fixed amount of patch candidates for each node is selected in advance so that we do not have to consider thousands of patches available in the database iteratively during the inferring process. The number of patch candidates i s set proportional with the number of training images in the database, e.g., if we used 100 training images, 100 patches from the total number of patches would be selected as candidates.
Patch candidates for each nodes were selected based on ϕ(.) and λ(.) probability values. Training patch with higher pixel value (pattern) similarity and nearer position (closer facial parts) to an observed input patch has a higher possibility to be selected. To adjust the preference between ϕ(.) and λ(.), the method apply a weighting factor, α as .
The value of α is set between zero and one. Hence, if α is one, the function would not take into account λ(.), which means this is the same as that with Freeman et al.'s method. The lower the α value, the higher its dependency on facial parts' compatibility function.
Super-resolution Process
The aim is to find the best set of X(.). By only using the limited number of selected patch candidates, P(X|Y) would typically be at optimum value. Figure 6 outlines the super-resolution process, i.e., deriving an output HR image from a single input LR image. We initially upscale the input LR image into a targeted size of HR image, and then extracted its texture. We divided it into patches and find the most similar patches in database Po, where those corresponding patches from database Pc were placed together to build a base image for the MRF learning model. This image would look uneven or blocks since the chosen patches would not yet be compatible with their neighboring patches. Here, we applied an iteration process so that the chosen patches would be compatible with their neighboring patches.
According to Equation 7 , we replace X C with the chosen candidates alternately to find the best X(.). P C (X|Y) is the known probability value from Equation 6, which is different for each patch candidates. ,
We replace the initial chosen patches with the best patches that are compatible with the neighboring patches (patches with the best ψ(.) values) among the patch candidates on each node. The first iteration is done when all nodes have been processed. This resulting image is smoother than that from the initial image model. We carry out the same procedure iteratively until the P(X|Y) value shows no significant improvement. Finally, selected HR patches on each node were stitched together to form an estimated texture (high-frequency component) image, and then we combined them with the previously upscaled image to obtain the final output HR image.
PROPOSED METHOD
The previous face image SR method relies on patch-position's coordinate during patch candidates selection process, so patches from face images in database must be divided in a manner of a two-dimensional grid map, where if patch size was 5x5, patches were divided by interval of five pixels horizontally and vertically. This cutting method caused some fine texture patterns unavoidably being neglected, compare to typical one-pixelinterval cutting. Therefore, we proposed a face image SR method that also considers facial parts during patch estimation, and on the other hand compatible with one-pixel-interval cutting approach.
Even a set of normalized face images was used, yet each face has different size or shape of face feature, i.e. small or big eye, full or thin lip, pointed or rounded nose tip and so on. By using onepixel-interval fine cutting method, we can increase accuracy of texture similarity since more detailed patches were observed.
We proposed new patch-searching algorithms that independent from relying on patch-position information to estimate their facial parts. The algorithms use only information of test image's patch position to indicate the targeted position, and then restricted a certain range of searching area nearby the currently targeted position or facial part. Figure 7 illustrates the searching method to select patch candidates for each node. Let (a,b) is test image's current patch position, we pinpoint the exact same position onto training images in database. Then, we set a certain range of searching area, (2s+1) 2 around the pinpointed position. We raster-scanning patches available within the specified search area in each training images through the pixels from left to right, top to bottom (scan line by scan line) to select a set of 100 most similar patches as patch candidates for each nodes. If s is 10, searching area will be within 21x21 pixels of perimeter around the pinpointed position of node, giving 441 patches to be considered from each training face image.
Since facial parts compatibility function, λ(.) is not relevant for this method, we only observed patch similarity, ϕ(.) as in conventional method (Equation 1) to find patch candidates. Then, we iteratively replace patch for each nodes amongst selected patch candidates to find the best possible set of neighboring patches according to border compatibility, ψ(.).
Results and Discussions
We demonstrated our proposed method on a set of 30 test LR face images using different size of search area, (2s+1) 2 , where s is set as 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40. The number of face images available in database (excluded test images) is 100.
PSNR assessment
We observed average PSNRs for 30 resulting HR face images as shown in Table 1 , while Figure 8 presents the graph. Hypothetically, the wider the search area the better the results, since more number of training patches were observed for selecting patch candidates. However, Figure 8 indicates that the PSNR value decreased as s was larger than 20. We found that the results were better when a certain range of search area was set, i.e. when s is between 10 and 20. We conclude that even if we may found much higher similar LR texture (middle-frequency component) from patches available outside the perimeter or far from the targeted position, it do not necessarily give suitable corresponding HR texture (high-frequency component) since they came from different facial parts. Therefore, by restricting search area nearby the targeted facial part, the proposed method manages to find similar LR patches from database that give plausible corresponding HR patches to reconstruct the HR image.
Computational cost
Since our method restricted patch-searching area, the number of searched patches during patch-candidates selection was considerably fewer than the previous method. As shown in Table  2 , from a set of 100 training face images available in database, the number of searched patches for each node for proposed method is about one-third (when s is 20) of the number of searched patches in previous method. Furthermore, the proposed method achieves better resulting PSNR than the previous ones. The smaller the size of search area, the smaller the number of searched patches, the faster the processing time. From Figure 8 , according to the resulting average PSNRs, we can observe that we only need to search within 12,100 patches (s=5) in order to get a resulting HR image that has better or similar quality as the resulting HR image from previous method, i.e. 28.91 [dB] . That was approximately 1/35 times the number of searched patches in previous method. In other words, the proposed method has not only improved searching algorithms and given better results yet on the other hand, greatly reduced computational cost.
We compared the proposed method processing time with the previous method's. Table 3 presents experiment environment for the process. We demonstrated the previous method, where α is set as 0.7 as recommended in [13] to reconstruct an HR image. While for the proposed method, we set s as 20. We calculated the processing time for three stages of operation, which are database construction, patch-candidates selection and iteration process, for the sake of comparison. Table 4 shows the record of computational time for each stage for previous and proposed method. In comparison, computational time for patch-candidates selection process shows huge different between both methods. We successfully reduced the computational time by approximately 90% by using the proposed patch-searching algorithms for patch-candidates selection. The computational times for other stages show insignificant different between both methods since those stages are unassociated with the proposed patch-searching algorithms.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed an improved method for face image superresolution that takes facial parts into consideration. Previous method utilized a set of normalized face images as database, and employed patch's position information to estimate facial parts' compatibility. Since the method relies on patch's coordinate to estimate the facial parts, patches from images in database were divided in a manner of five or more pixels intervals according to patch size. This way of patch-division caused some detailed texture patterns may have been overlooked, compare to pixel-bypixel patch-division. Hence, we have improved patch-searching method to be compatible with one-pixel-interval patch division so that more detailed texture or position can be observed. We restricted patch-searching area so that patch-candidates are selected from amongst patches around targeted facial parts, and at the same time to cope with the massively increased size of the patch database due to fine division of patches. In other words, we have liberalized the way of patch-division to obtain much better details of texture, but on the other hand restricted patch-searching area to take facial parts into consideration. Although less number of training patches was observed due to restricted search area, the proposed method achieves better resulting PSNRs compare to the previous method, thanks to the fine way of patch-division. On top of that, we have reduced computational time by 90% since the number of searched patches has been considerably reduced. In summary, the proposed method obtains better resulting PSNR of HR image than the previous method's with faster processing times.
